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Abstract
This study deals with group robots forming a mechanical structure. The group robots consist of identical cellular robots with same mechanical structure and information processing. To realize the group robots in hardware, we propose a slide motion mechanism that supports a large mechanical loading. We report the performance test, and energy consumption required for transformation of the cellular robot under various configurations. This paper also discusses the shortest route with minimum energy in transformation when an initial configuration and a final one are given.
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1. Introduction
Autonomous distributed robots have potential to accomplish various missions which conventional robots have not ever done such as cooperative transportation, collection and construction [1]. According to the missions, various types of group robots were so far examined.

Reconfigurable modular robots are one of the types and have a feature of cooperative construction connecting with each other. With respect to research studies on group robots forming a structure in hardware, many studies have been proposed [2-7]. However, few robots are designed to support large outer forces. The reason why is that almost studies focused on a mobile function rather than a supporting function as a mechanical structure.

Our study focuses on group robots forming a mechanical structure. The group robots consist of modular robots called cellular robots. Each cellular robot has same mechanical and electric functions.

Figure 1 shows an example of missions of the group robots. They form a mechanical structure by themselves for variable mechanical environments such as a moving load. In this case, strength of structure is one of the most important factor to realize the structural formation by group robots because they must support the structure for the moving load.

In the previous paper [8], we proposed a concrete mechanism for structural formation using pneumatic actuators assuming application in the space where gravitational force is very small. In this study, we aim to develop reconfigurable modular robots which are available on earth. For this purpose, we propose a rigid motion mechanism as follows.

2. Structure of cellular robot
To construct a rigid structure which is enough to support a load, cellular robots should have rigid motion mechanisms. As a cellular robot is assumed to be cubic, even small discrepancy of displacement or angle between cellular robots may cause failure of structural formation.
Hardware requirements of mechanism should minimize the discrepancy. The more complex the mechanism becomes, the more the discrepancy may increase because production errors cause in many mechanical parts. For this reason, we developed a simple motion mechanism as much as possible.

2.1 Slide motion mechanism

Figure 2 illustrates basic structural transformation of three group robots with the proposed motion mechanism. First, the robot B slides down the faces of robots A and C. After the robot B reached the bottom, the robot A horizontally slides on the faces of the robots C and B.

The concrete slide motion mechanism is shown in Fig. 3. It consists of three plastic boards, that is, two lateral boards and a central board. They are formed by machined processing. The central board is sandwiched by the two lateral boards and all the boards are tightly connected. The each lateral board has 4 wheels for two directional sliding motions. The central board has grooves as sliding guides, which maintain high rigidity even in transformation. For this motion mechanism, cellular robots successfully connect to other robots.

Figure 4 shows the inner mechanism of the cellular robot. Two lateral boards include symmetrical motion mechanisms which consist of two set of wheels. They are allocated in vertical and horizontal directions, which enable the two directional motions of cellular robots. The only one DC motor is embedded in each lateral board, and jointly drives 4 wheels which are placed on the same plane through a drive shaft in the central board. The central board includes only drive shafts at this time. This part has enough space to embed controller, sensors and batteries for autonomic functions of cellular robots though the present model does not have them.

For generation of constant stable frictional force in sliding motion of cellular robots, we used plastic wheels and stamped low elastic rubbers on the bottom faces of grooves.

Table 1 shows specifications of the cellular robot. We made seven cellular robots and examined the performance.

2.2 Force sensor of cellular robot

It is necessary to sense stresses created on cellular robots to change the configuration according to the mechanical environment. We tried to implement the sensing function. It is expected that a large strain occurs at the place near the corner compared with other portions when a load is applied. For this reason, we put a strain gauge on the corner of a lateral board as shown in Fig. 5.
A loading test was performed by measuring voltage produced from the strain gauge. The load was applied in the vertical direction to a neighbor cellular robot under a loading and unloading cycles. Figure 6 shows the experimental results. There are some hysteresis loops during loading and unloading, but the maximum loadings show almost same output voltage values.

2.3 A demonstration of structural formation

Structural formation was examined by seven cellular robots. Figure 7 shows the sequential transformation from No. 1 to No. 9. At No. 6, a loading force was applied at the tip of the right cellular robot. As the cellular robot colored in pink created high stress in the body, the configuration of the robots changed calling other robot to a neighbor place of the stressed robot. Three photos (a), (b) and (c) as shown in Fig. 8 correspond to No. 2, 6 and 8 in Fig. 7.

The motions of the seven robots were controlled by a PC (personal computer) using I/O ports. The structural change of the robots was performed by a sequential program while the robots took positional signals from limit switches embedded in them. When the pink cellular robot senses the force at No. 6, the robot transmitted the signal to the PC. Then the PC gave a command of reinforcement of structure to some robots. This adaptive mechanism for the outer force resulted in the final structure depicted by No. 9.
3. Routes in structural formation
In this chapter we discuss the way to find the shortest routes in structural transformation when an initial and final configurations of robots are given. We will further discuss a preferable route among them by comparing necessary energy cost in the transformation.

3.1 Procedure of structural formation
The proposed mechanism of the cellular robot has a constraint in structural transformation. Figure 9 shows the constraint in structural transformation. The cellular robot does not have a separation function for each face of the robot. The robots must transform to an objective structure taking into consideration of this constraint.

It is very difficult to find the shortest route by a heuristic approach when an initial and a final structures are given. This study adopted best-subset selection method. That is, every possible structure is checked by each transformation step. This method needs a lot of CPU time for searching the shortest routes. We devised the searching method to decrease the CPU time.

As best-subset selection method produces numerous patterns of cellular configuration, it needs a lot of CPU time to check whether each configuration is same. To speed up of the pattern recognition, we introduce a parameter which roughly characterizes a configuration of cellular robots using the next equation.

$$prm = \sum (256x + y)$$

Where, $x$ is a coordinate in the horizontal axis for each cellular robot, and $y$ is a coordinate in the vertical axis for the robot. The coordinates $x$ and $y$ are independently added up to the $prm$ when absolute of $y$ is less than 256. If a configuration of robots has a different $prm$ from other ones, we can assure that the configuration is unique. Using the parameter, we can speedily identify a new configuration of the cellular robots. We examined performance of the algorithm in case of six cellular robots. Possible configurations at the present step were compared with previous ones generated until former steps. Required CPU time for the pattern recognition was significantly speeded up as shown in table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of steps</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>without $prm$</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>366</td>
<td>1128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with $prm$</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio of speed up</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Energy cost for movement
The proposed cellular robots with the slide motion mechanism has high rigidity and enable to construct a structure under a certain load. It is preferable to minimize energy consumption for construction because each cellular robot is supposed to mount a limited battery.

Figure 10 shows a performance test in the vertical movement. We estimated necessary electric power to move unit side length of the cellular robot by measuring
the electric current and voltage dissipated in DC motors. As the required electric power depends on configuration of robots, we measured them under various conditions as shown in Fig. 12. These data are available to estimate total energy that group robots transform a different configuration.

3.3 Total energy consumption of formation
As described in the previous section, energy required for partial transformation of group robots was measured under various conditions. Summing up these energy values along routes in structural formation as shown in Fig. 10, we can calculate the total energy cost. However, energies for some partial transformations along the routes are not known because we do not have adequate robots to measure the transformations at this time. In such the cases, we presumed the energies from the obtained data.

Figure 13 shows the total energy for structural transformations. The best route with minimum dissipative energy is found by this method.

4. Conclusions
Cellular group robots adaptively forming a mechanical structure according to outer mechanical environments were discussed. The proposed slide motion mechanism showed enough rigidity to construct a structure stably. A sensing device with a strain gauge was successfully developed. The experimental demonstration showed the robots changed the structure for a loading condition. Procedure of routes for structural formation was also discussed. Energy consumption along the transformation route was estimated.

![Fig. 11 Experiment of vertical movement](image)

**Table:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of moving robots</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) horizontal movements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of moving robots</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) upward movements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of moving robots</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(c) downward movements

---: couldn’t move

Fig. 12 Energy consumption of configurational change (unit of energy: joule)
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